
Conclusions

Astronomy for Education Workshop
 for Middle School teachers, Wilaya of Ouled Djellal

NASE Training program, with Algeria’s NAEC  & IAU
  
Our Research Unit on Scientific Mediation has organized a two-day long workshop on
astronomy for Education in cooperation with the NAEC-Algeria affiliated with the
International Astronomical Union (IAU). Forty five Middle School teachers including a
number of High School teachers from all over the Wilaya participated in this program
which was extended to include other segments so as to reach out to the population of the
region.

1- The Teachers’ Training Program
It was an extensive program which was meant to teach science teachers how to use
astronomy in order to provide some context in their teaching of physics, geography and
natural sciences. It relied mainly but not exclusively on the NASE program (Network
for Astronomy School Education is an International Astronomical Union (IAU)
Working Group) and in particular the three units (Astronomy, Astrophysics,
Astrobiology). The team was constituted of five members of the CERIST- Constantine
Dr. Hichem Guergouri, Dr. Aziz Meliani, Dr.Omar Nemoul, Mourad Hamdouche and
the Research Unit’s Director, in addition to Prof. Redouane Benmehia from M’sila
University (The NAEC’s head), 

All certified NASE trainers and all having an intensive experience in teaching physics,
physical geography and astronomy. It aims at turning the trainees into innovative
educators in a large palette of sciences and help them improve their teaching of science
and this will go a long way into motivated the students of their classes. 
The workshop was hands-on based with some 30 experiments presented to them
spanning the various aforementioned domains. A kit was provided to the participants
containing a series of documents and items for that purpose.
It was conducted fully in Arabic, the language of our educational system, and all the
NASE documents used in this Workshop were translated from English into Arabic. It is
the first time such a NASE educational workshop is conducted in arabic in the Arab
World and the Arabized documents have all been put on the multilingual NASE
website.

This pioneering workshop will be repeated in other Wilayas in the future. Cooperation
with similar structures in the Arab World will be considered so as to generalize this
highly successful workshop.

2- Extra Activities of the Team with the Public of the Wilaya
- Program with the scout groups of the various Municipalities of the Wilaya
Some 100 scouts participated in this close to two-hour long educational and entertaining
program interspersed by quizzes and rewards.
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